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CELEBRATING 25 YEARS OF COLLABORATION: 
And a future of empowerment, connection and opportunity

Dear Partners, Stakeholders and Friends, 

Seems it has arrived in a hurry, but already we’re celebrating our silver anniversary.  Having served 
as President/CEO for more than half of it, and involved or witness to all 25 years, I’ve developed 
a particular perspective on our organization’s history.  Two observations dominate it.  One, I can’t 
help but observe how our growth and evolution is tied to disaster and response.  And two, what 
has informed our character and work at every turn has been a dedication to service, always  
delivered in partnership and collaboration.

We have often noted that the EDC’s founding was in response to the Northridge Earthquake.  The 
broader context of that story is that several regional leaders in the mid 1990’s had been plan-
ning to form a public/private economic development partnership, but it took disaster to launch 
it. More specifically, what became the actual catalyst wasn’t the disaster itself, rather it was the 
resources that emerged and the urgent need for an organization to receive and deploy them.  
In the Northridge instance, it was some $5 million dollars available through the  U.S. Department 
of Commerce, for which the formation of the EDC was essential to secure that aid for the region.

The pattern for EDC serving as the means of delivering recovery resources has twice repeated, 
both at key moments for the organization and our region.  After our launch in 1996, our next 
spurt of growth and diversification came in response to the Great Recession.  From 2008 through 
2010, the EDC more than doubled its budget, resources and staffing, mostly through American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act funds secured in partnership with the County of Ventura and 
Workforce Investment Board. That expansion of resources and capacity became the foundation 
for our launching the Small Business Development Center in 2010, which is now fundamental to 
our identity and services.

And now, over the last four years, beginning with the Thomas Fire and Flood, the Hill/Woolsey Fires 
and continuing through pandemic, we have again secured federal, state and local resources, 
doubling our capacity to respond to the extraordinary impact and need for business recovery 
and resilience.  

What’s perhaps most remarkable about these disaster-driven moments of growth for the EDC is 
how we’ve managed each time not only to respond with urgency, but strategically, in collabo-
ration with public and private sector leadership, such that we enhance and retain our ability to 
support local business, community and economic growth. 

This year’s Community Impact Report provides a profile and summary of our resources and  
services, our purpose and performance.  It reflects our passion for partnership and collaboration. 
We also share our recent concentration in strategic planning, executed to assure we are 
organized to sustain our services and that we remain true to our mission, vision and values.

Thank you to all our partners, stakeholders and clients.  I could not be prouder of the dedication 
and performance of our staff and our broader network of community partners that fuel our pur-
pose and provide opportunities for our contribution to economic growth, resilience and broadly 
shared prosperity.

Bruce Stenslie 
EDC President/CEO



The EDC’s Small Business Development Center (SBDC), also known as EDC Grow, has been  
supporting business owners across Ventura and Santa Barbara County since 2010 and has  
strategically expanded to support business needs specific to our region. In response to the 2017 
Thomas Fire, our SBDC rapidly expanded to house Federal Emergency Management Agency 
resources and share disaster aid effectively with the community. Again in 2018, the Hill/Woolsey 
Fires sparked another surge of growth as our center supported business owners facing devasta-
tion. Through the pandemic, the EDC SBDC has grown to reach more business owners through 
our call center, online advising and webinar sessions. 

In 2021, our EDC SBDC provided over 13,076 hours of consulting to over 2,080 clients. Continuing 
to support business owners through our bilingual call center, the team answered over 51,000 
calls. With access to our largest and most technically knowledgeable advising team to date, 
EDC SBDC clients obtained over $219 million in capital. The program’s strength lies in the ability 
to expand and touch more clients while simultaneously assisting them to achieve bigger impacts 
than ever before.

With record-breaking numbers across the board, the EDC SBDC is motivated to continue  
reaching local businesses and providing resources and services that match their needs. Led by 
state-of-the-art data dashboards with performance tracking and outcome reporting, the EDC 
SBDC is committed to understanding and closing gaps in services and actively expanding our 
client reach. Read more about our company wide diversity, equity and inclusion efforts in the 
coming pages. 

GROWEDC

EDC SBDC
2021 IMPACT

2,080              
Clients Served 

605                      
Jobs Created 

Over 51K 
Business Assistance Calls

12,788 
Jobs Supported

83 
Start-Ups

Over $219M 
In Capital Infusion



EDC SBDC SUCCESS STORY - PANDIA SEEDS, INC. 
Sharing the magic of agriculture is Pandia Seeds, Inc.’s  
specialty. PanDia Seeds is a multigenerational, Latino- 
owned, international vegetable seed wholesale company 
based in Ventura that focuses on developing innovative 
vegetable seed varieties of the highest quality. Guided 
by his 30 years of experience in the seed industry,  
founder Franco Campana was driven to start PanDia 
Seeds to help bring revenue to impoverished countries 
that are in secondary and tertiary markets. Today, PanDia 
Seeds is owned and run by Franco’s son, Robert Campana, 
who worked alongside Franco and has since bought the  
company from his father. Through the excellent work of 
Franco and Robert, PanDia Seeds has helped numerous 
farmers out of poverty. 

EDC SBDC International Advisor, Simona Racek, worked 
with Robert to apply for the State Trade Expansion  
Program (STEP) which provided the company funding for 
marketing and helped broaden their expansion overseas. 

“Simona introduced me to programs that I didn’t know about and that I probably wouldn’t have 
looked at without her encouragement,” Robert explains. The success of PanDia Seeds has even 
allowed Robert to develop a new company, Leaf’d Box, a subscription-based program that ships 
young vegetable plants and herbs. Continuing the foundation of serving the community through 
entrepreneurship, each Leaf’d subscription provides clean water for a year to a person in need. 
Year over year Robert continues to develop new products and grow his companies to continue 
helping others.

The EDC SBDC continues to serve the Los Angeles SBDC 
Network as the lead for international trade consulting 
across Ventura, Santa Barbara and Los Angeles coun-
ties. Reaching a new high in milestones this year, our  
international trade program, recently renamed the 
“LA SBDC Go Global Trade Program,” served 500 busi-
nesses, 136 of which secured more than $77 million in 
new capital infusion with the assistance of our advisors. 

With a growing multi-lingual team of experienced  
advisors in international business, e-commerce and 
trade, our center has become one of the only local 
economic development organizations in the state to 
facilitate business access to the State Trade Expan-
sion Program (STEP), which provides financial awards 
to state and territory governments to assist small  
businesses with export development. 

50
STEP Grants Secured

500 
Clients Served

LA SBDC GO GLOBAL
2021 IMPACT

Over $77M
In Capital Accessed

GLOBALEDC

Owner Robert Campana



EDC DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION COMMITMENT
At the Economic Development Collaborative, the  
incorporation of diversity, equity and inclusion principles 
is not an initiative, tagline or quota achievement  
practice. It is an organization-wide commitment to serve 
our community equitably. 

Over the last year, the EDC has developed live data 
dashboards and processes to measure all clients and 
communities served by geographic location, political 
district, race, ethnicity, gender, industry sector, business 
entity structure and any type of service being requested. 
Measuring inclusion and performance accurately allows 
our team to understand gaps in service and adjust our ap-
proach and offerings to provide fair and just access to all  
business owners. 

In combination with ensuring access, our process focuses on serving clients impartially and  
appropriately. We meet our clients where they are at–assisting with their specific circumstances 
and needs without “cherry-picking” businesses that are close to an outcome or to artificially  
increase diversity. Incorporating our process of collaborative learning, the EDC team will continue 
to improve business access and our processes to provide inclusive, impartial services. 

In 2022, quarterly updates to the EDC’s diversity, equity and inclusion measures will be available 
for review on www.edcollaborative.com, including outlines of active strategies to address 
any identified gaps in service. Our commitment to the region is that the EDC will not chase  
diversity quotas, rather we will continue to provide equitable access and inclusive services  
that will help maximize client diversity and advisor engagement, leading to stronger economic 
outcomes that support the businesses themselves and our region as a whole.

Serving tech companies in their growth and access to 
venture capital, the EDC Invest Program focuses on  
developing successful go-to-market strategies and  
supporting businesses through rapid growth plans. In 2021, 
the EDC SBDC successfully integrated the previously 
known “Bixel Exchange” program, that was serving tech 
companies in Los Angeles, into the existing EDC Invest  
program. Now, on behalf of the LA SBDC Network, EDC 
Invest provides meaningful, analytical and actionable feed-
back to entrepreneurs across Ventura, Santa Barbara 
and Los Angeles counties, preparing them for successful  
venture capital partnerships. 

Eleven  advisors from Bixel Exchange joined the  EDC SBDC advising team, continuing their 
dedication to serving high-tech firms and providing access to equity investment opportunities. 
This integration has significantly expanded the capacity to support entrepreneurship throughout  
the region.  

EDC INVEST

EDC INVEST  
2021 IMPACT

25                    
High-Tech Start-Ups

Over $10M                 
In Venture Capital Accessed



The EDC’s Loan Program has been making local, low-interest capital available to small busi-
nesses since 1998 and has funded over $21 million in requests. In 2013, our Director of Lending, 
Marvin Boateng, reestablished our commitment to ensuring that non-traditional loan capital 
is equitably accessible by minority business owners. In addition, EDC Loan has fully integrated 
with the work of the EDC SBDC and provides expert consulting in finance to each loan appli-
cant, at no additional cost, in English and Spanish. Since then, EDC Loan has maintained our 
commitment to reaching underserved communities with 58% of loans and 64% of loan capital 
awarded to minority and women-owned businesses. 

EDC LOAN

EDC LOAN  
2021 IMPACT  

$4,000,000                    
Available Loan Capital  

$960,500   
Loaned

124 
Total Jobs Created  

& Retained

In 2021, EDC Loan:
• Acquired contributions in new loan capital from the City of  
 Oxnard to provide combination grant and loan funding to   
 businesses impacted by COVID-19.
• Developed a new pilot loan program with the Santa Barbara   
 County Food Action Network to support food entrepreneurs   
 addressing gaps in the local food system. 
• Was approved to launch a new loan program with the  
 City of Ventura, financing forgivable loans up to $25,000.
• Continued to manage loan capital from the City of Camarillo,   
 City National Bank, the City of Ventura, First 5 Ventura County,   
 Mechanics Bank and Pacific Western Bank.
• Managed contributions for loan loss reserves in support of lending  
 from CIT Bank and Union Bank.
• Secured loan loss guarantees up to 95% and collateral support   
 from CA IBank and CalCAP, assuring our ability to loan in   
 high-risk environments. 
• Would like to thank City National Bank and the Gene Haas  
 Foundation for their years in partnership and dedication to  
 the local business community. 

VENTURA COUNTY INDUSTRY COUNCIL
Strengthening the retention, growth and attraction of diverse industries in the region, the EDC  
supported the launch of the Ventura County Industry Council. Activities of the council will broadly 
unite industries, including manufacturing, biotechnology and life sciences, aerospace and maritime 
defense, agriculture and food systems, to develop strong production clusters and ensure access to the 
skilled workforce essential to drive sustainability and growth. 

BILINGUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
In support of our region’s business owners, the EDC maintains a first-class call center, providing  
assistance in English and Spanish. Additionally, the EDC now produces all online, marketing, social 
media and COVID-19 communications in Spanish with limited to no delay, further ensuring equitable 
access to timely business information specific to the region. 



EDC SBDC SUCCESS STORY –  
CAROUSEL MONTESSORI PRESCHOOL 

Unknown to them at their first meeting, Elisabeth Suafo’a 
(Beth) and Robin Bales shared a dream of owning a 
preschool. In 2013, Beth and Robin met as instructors at 
Carousel Montessori Preschool, bonding over their work 
and value of partnership as they supported the previous 
owner’s opening of a second location. When the owner 
decided to sell one of the Camarillo locations, Beth 
and Robin jumped at the opportunity to jointly own the 
school and pursue their dreams. With the knowledge 
and experience to run a successful preschool, Beth and 
Robin connected to the EDC Loan Program and SBDC to 
guide them through the process of buying the school. 

The EDC’s Director of Lending, Marvin Boateng, and 
SBDC Financial Advisor, Gonzalo Fernandez, helped 
Beth and Robin address their financing and access to  
capital, while EDC SBDC Legal Advisor, Erica Bristol, 

assisted with the purchase agreement. Robin expressed, “We are both good at running a school,  
but we never started a school. I honestly thank God for the EDC SBDC because they really helped  
us step by step with things we didn’t even understand.” With Marvin’s and Gonzalo’s guidance,  
Carousel Montessori Preschool received a loan through the EDC City of Camarillo Business  
Assistance Loan Fund, allowing Beth and Robin to purchase the school in July. Today, Carousel  
Montessori Preschool is looking forward to working with new advisors as their services expand and is  
thrilled to continue supporting the next generation’s education.

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY PARTNERSHIPS
In addition to serving the business community by providing access to high quality  consulting and 
funding, the EDC supports numerous economic development efforts in Santa Barbara County.  
The following items outline a few highlights of 2021:

• With a focus on connecting local assets to regional technology transfer partners, the EDC is a   
 founding member of the Uplift Central Coast Coalition. Connecting Ventura, Santa Barbara,  
 San Luis Obispo, Monterey, San Benito and Santa Cruz counties increases opportunities for  
 innovation, quality jobs and contributions to the economy.
• In the EDC Loan Program’s first Santa Barbara County specific loan fund, equitable funding  
 opportunities are now made available to food system entrepreneurs in the region. 
• The Broadband Consortium of the Pacific Coast, hosted by the EDC, received $300,000 from  
 the Santa Barbara County Association of Governments to develop and implement strategies  
 supporting broadband deployment and adoption across the region. 
• In partnership with the City of Guadalupe and the local nonprofit Los Amigos de Guadalupe,  
 the EDC SBDC provides no-cost consulting to micro-enterprises.
• The EDC has partnered with two Strategic Alliance Associates, Guy Smith and Shelby Arthur,  
 for the promotion of services, outreach and collaboration, recruitment of new advisors and  
 development of stakeholder investment in Santa Barbara County.
• Supporting the excellent work of the Satellite SBDC Center at the Solvang Chamber of Commerce, 
  EDC staff members are now available at the Downtown Organization of Santa Barbara and in   
 2022, a  new satellite center will open at Santa Barbara City College. 

Co-owners Robin Bales and Elisabeth Suafo’a



Since the early 2000’s, and reinvigorated in 2013, the Ventura County Film Commission (EDC Film) 
has been supporting  and enhancing film production in Ventura County through collaboration with 
city, regional and industry partners. The growth of film production regionally and the development 
of local film support services has lowered production costs and enhanced employment, technology 
transfer and local business opportunities while enhancing the filming experience for all parties. 

In 2021, the Ventura County Film Liaison supported a rapid surge of film days and facilitated  
communication between industry, local representatives and regional permitting jurisdictions to  
support film recovery after COVID-19  shutdowns.  In addition, a film permitting GIS map was  
developed by Civic Spark Volunteer, Jennifer Quezada, to compile resources that illuminate  

EDC FILM

EDC RESEARCH REVEALS COVID-19 IMPACTS  
IN VENTURA AND SANTA BARBARA COUNTIES
The EDC and the Regional Small Business Development Center Networks of California  
released a commissioned study titled, “Profile of COVID-19, Community, Business, Nonprofit and 
Worker Impacts: Informing an Inclusive and Equitable Economic Recovery in Ventura and Santa 
Barbara Counties.” 

Conducted by Dr. Jamshid Damooei, Professor of Economics at California Lutheran University, the 
profile provides documentation of the level of vulnerability due to the pandemic of each of the 
45 zip code areas in the two counties, enabling local organizations to understand where it’s most 
urgent to concentrate small business services. 

EDC Publications and Research can be read at  
www.edcollaborative.com/economic-strategy/publications.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
PERMITS 847 980 1,064 1,156 1,260 864 1455

FILM DAYS                            1,964 2,493 3,036 3,622 4,056 3016 4199
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After a downturn in permits, film 
days and economic impact due 
to COVID-19, EDC Film proudly 
supported the rebound of filming 
in 2021, bringing more than $78 
million in economic impact to the 
region.

patterns of permitting in order to increase 
communication and build more cooperative  
relationships among all stakeholders of  
filming in Ventura County.



EDC STRATEGIC PLANNING
After 25 years of organizational growth and repeated regional, and global, economic disruption, 
the EDC team  participated in a strategic planning exercise to re-center around the organization’s 
mission, vision, values and plan for the future. 

The purpose going forward is to assure our organizational sustainability as a public/private partner-
ship, dedicated to enhancing regional economic competitiveness and to optimize our efficiency 
and community value while remaining committed to quality client service, a business-demand 
driven model of collaborative learning and a triple-bottom line of transparent, outcome-oriented, 
data-driven accountability. 

The next page outlines the EDC’s strategic plan, including a clear multi-year vision to guide the 
organization, especially as it relates to programmatic direction and the geographic area served.

EDC TEAM CORE VALUES

MISSION VISION
The EDC creates empowered business  

owners, connected community  
partners and informed civic leaders  

in the greater Ventura and Santa  
Barbara County region.

We are driven to create meaningful economic impact and take  
appropriate risks to ensure that positive change is achieved. Every decision 
made and program produced is rooted in the impact it will help create. 

True to our name, work at the EDC is tremendously collaborative, both  
internally and externally. Our staff works collaboratively with our clients,  
advisors, board members and community partners.

Said best by the EDC’s Film Liaison and SBDC Advisor, Bill Bartels, our team 
is “allergic to smoke and mirrors.” Work at the EDC is honest in nature and 
distribution. 

Responsive to business and community since 1996, the EDC opened  
in response to the Northridge Earthquake and has been assisting the  
community with their needs ever since.

A strong and healthy Ventura and  
Santa Barbara regional economy  

with a high quality of life and broadly  
shared opportunities.

IMPACT-DRIVEN

COLLABORATIVE

AUTHENTIC

RESPONSIVE



THREE-YEAR FOCUS AREAS
The five items outlined below are the key focus areas of work identified for the next three years. 
While the outcomes listed may be static on paper, the EDC’s strategic plan is a living document. 
Guided by Eric Ryan of Mission Met’s expertise and an online system, goals will be updated each 
year and action items are tracked over time and edited as needed. This allows the EDC team to 
remain rooted in our mission and vision, while progressing the strategic plan through a process of 
continuous learning and growth. 

Programs & Services: Responding to ever-changing markets and business opportuni-
ties–particularly in high tech and innovation, international trade and early child educa-
tion–the EDC will continue to update, communicate and manage to a refined set of 
performance metrics reflecting the EDC’s success at meeting its mission.

Staffing & Operations: The creation of staffing, succession and technology plans will 
guide the EDC’s processes regarding projects, financial and grant management with 
effective operational and administrative support.

Board Development: In response to the EDC’s geographic expansion and desire to 
better reflect the clients and communities being served, an updated model for board 
composition and engagement will be developed and implemented. 

Funding: To address the EDC’s growth in clients served, programs and staff, funding 
needs will be addressed through strengthening sustainable unrestricted funding from 
major donors and/or foundations and reinforcing relationships with public sources. 

Marketing & Outreach: Implementation of a marketing plan and corresponding  
budget with appropriate capacity to support the EDC’s growth and above-mentioned 
goals, ensures increased reach across Ventura and Santa Barbara counties, including 
diverse communities, supported by long-term relationships and efficient reporting. 
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DEVELOPING THE FUTURE
As the EDC enters our 26th year of service, we are looking forward to maintaining our commitment to 
the growth and prosperity of the region. In addition to our current programs and the strategic plan 
focus areas, we are thrilled to announce the following two programs beginning in 2022:

DIGITAL UPSKILLING TRAINING PROGRAM
In collaboration with Assemblymember Jacqui  
Irwin, the EDC will serve as the fiscal agent for overall  
program coordination and will launch a regional  
Digital Upskilling Training Program to equip workers 
with highly transferable digital literacy and technical 
skills via short-term certificate programs. In partner-
ship with the Ventura County Community Foundation, 
Ventura County Workforce Development Board and 
California Lutheran University, the $5 million secured 
by Assemblymember Irwin will serve 450 displaced 
workers over the next three years. 

EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PANEL
After a three-year hiatus, with delays due to local and 
global disruptions, the EDC will be re-launching 
a regional Employment Training Panel program,  
providing operational efficiency services to the  
region’s manufacturing, information & comput-
er technology, food systems and other key sectors.  
Investing in the region’s workforce continues to  
assure our diverse business community has access to 
the trained labor needed for success and growth. 

IN MEMORIAM: ARACELY LARSON
Aracely (Ari) Larson’s love and passion for the wellbeing of the  
citizens of Fillmore was known county-wide. Truly deserving 
of the Fillmore 2019 Citizen of the Year award, Ari saw the  
citizens of Fillmore as an extension of her family. EDC Director  
of Strategic Relations, Alondra Gaytán, met Ari when she  
attended Fillmore High School and describes the impact  
Ari made: “Ari was a steward of the community. If you want-
ed to be involved in an organization, she made sure you were  
included, acknowledged and that you knew you were a part of 
something greater than just the task at hand. She had a way of 
giving everything she could to her community, and I am lucky to 
have crossed paths with her.” While Ari’s time on the EDC Board 
of Directors was cut short, her presence and impact was nothing 
short of monumental. Ari’s efforts and dedication were limitless 
and have left a lasting influence, not only on the community of 
Fillmore, but also on the EDC and the County of Ventura as a  
whole. Our hearts go out to Ari’s family, friends and colleagues.
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